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Is to share Jesus Christ through word and action
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FROM THE PASTOR
Here we are, on the brink of another Lenten Season and still in the throes of what began during last
year’s Lent. I still remember sitting outside my house or in my living room and recording sermons on
my iPhone such that I would email and post the recordings on the Florence website (we are in a
transition period on the website; please bear with us). As time has gone on, we have developed a
reasonable competence at streaming worship services live over the Internet (on YouTube, to be
precise, where they are viewable at any time) from the Florence sanctuary. We still have occasional
glitches – it turns out the camera (still my iPhone) will send an upside-down picture if we do not have
the phone placed quite the right way in the tripod and we had an issue with which “microphone” was
picked up by the laptop computer that transmits over church Wi-Fi to the Internet, but we have done
fairly well – and thanks to Heidi Lowe for all her efforts and to Larry Tyree for his real-time feedback on
technical problems.
This is, of course, of no concern to those who do not have computers or smartphones, and this is
distressing – that we are not pastoring enough to you if you are not able to receive the twice-a-week
emails I send, not able to attend our Zoom “Fellowship Hour,” or not able to go to YouTube to watch
current or past services. I do want you to contact me if you are feeling neglected – 312-933-3494. I
have fallen down on making blanket calls as I have been focusing on some situations of needed
attention, and I am sorry for that, but please, it is NEVER an issue for me if someone wants to call and
do no more than chat. 312-933-3494.
Of course, the iPhone and Internet and YouTube business all concerns the fact that last March, the
Governor of Arizona urged everyone to stay home – but never, including until this date, had the political
courage or wisdom to mandate or call the legislature into session to ask them to mandate that people
wear masks. Arizona has, until a few days ago, had the dubious distinction of having the highest per
capita rate of new cases of COVID-19 of any state in the Union, indeed, of any “country” in the world.
And given that though only 13% of the cases in Arizona are of people over 65, 24% of the deaths from
COVID-19 and 10% of the hospital cases are from people over 65, and because one or two of our
church family might be over 65, we have adopted the sensible practice of NOT encouraging you to
attend worship if you are not completely comfortable in doing so. Worship requires wearing a mask
(which is warm when we sing, so we are singing less) and sitting in alternate pews and a few other
such social-distancing requirements.
Which raises a question I cannot answer at this time and about which I can only offer an opinion: What
about Maundy Thursday and Good Friday and Easter? More immediately, What about Ash
Wednesday?
We shall not have an Ash Wednesday service this year. Once I became convinced that
Lent was not some “papist plot” but made sense for the larger Church, I attached importance to the
declaration some of us choose to make by observing Ash Wednesday and wearing ashes, but this year
we shall limit ourselves to this:
Wednesday, February 17, from 12:00 noon – 1:00pm and then from 4:30 - 5:30 pm, we shall
offer ashes in the Memorial Garden to anyone who so wishes.
Since this shall involve only myself and the person receiving the ashes – and I shall wear a mask
though I have in fact received both shots of the Moderna vaccine and whoever wants the ashes
should also wear a mask, -- I see no danger to anyone in this.
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If you want me to come to your home to give ashes between 1:00 pm and 4:00 pm, call me or
call the Florence church office (520-868-5634)!
Your Session meets this week and will be discussing further worship plans, but at the moment, I would
surmise that rather than to have our usual Maundy Thursday soup supper followed by the Lord’s
Supper, we shall have a Maundy Thursday observation in the sanctuary at Florence using, as we have
been doing for several months, the individual wafer-on-a-sealed-cup sets as opposed to passing a plate
and a chalice around a large table.
As to our traditional and, I believe, appreciated and moving, Tenebrae service we normally hold on
Good Friday, we can safely hold it while observing social-distancing, but how well this very low-light
service that relies on a sense of darkness will look when streamed, I cannot say.
And similarly, whether we wish to encourage Easter attendance is something that is too far in the future,
but “drive-in” over FM will be an option. (I do not know whether anyone has yet tried to “drive-in” on a
Sunday; I neglected to turn our FM transmitter on February 7.)
It is different, everything is different except – God is still in charge; Jesus Christ is still our LORD and
Savior. Thanks be to God.
Blessings,

John

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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Florence:
Jean Granger and Farley, Ray Hyyppa and Patty, Bob & Joan’s friends Janet Ford & Lois, Judy
Nelson’s sister Deb and Johnny, John & Katrina Guy, Don Balsley / Suzan, Terry Dorn, Suzanne
Tinka, Donna Studer, Jonathan, Art and Shirley Colley, Dave Baier, Kurt Brummage, Lew and
Delores Moon, Peggy and Neil Rathke, Bob Sherman, Sandra and Allen Saunders, ShaRon’s
friend Tom with cancer, Ethel, David, Ira Cohen, Mindy, and granddaughter, Kaylie, Phyllis
Carlson and Nephew, Jerry; not good, Maria, Ann Schneider, BJ, Heidi, Carol, Glen Gizelle,
Amanda, John Buttram, Connie Stephens, Mark Stephens, Dick Powell, Pat Reed, Verna Boyle,
Barb Newman continued recovery, Dennis and Rhonda Rohde, Jessie Melanie, Pastor Artis
Fletcher, Pat Vucson and her and Ron’s grandson, Linda Ernst, Bonnie Brunner, Myrna Leef,
Muriel Marsteller, Lois Kuder, Joann and JL Hooper, Denise and Larry Kollert, Joyce and her
family, Tracy Grubb,Taren, Diane Wilde, Lauri, Veronica, Nancy Blank’ brother and Marge
Thompson’s son-in-law, John Chambers with Stage 4 Cancer, Rafael Santa Cruz

Coolidge:
Janice Cockrill’s brother Bob Smidt, Pete, Rose and family, Pat Blanchard, and Ray Olson
Grace Gorman, David Wuertz, Candy Walker’s Family, Erin Young (Janice Cockrill’s niece)
Pauline. Bob and Doreen Stephens, Pat Dixon and Smitty, Karen Anderson, Sean, Ashton
Thomas, Skip

COVID-19:
Navajo Nation and all those in hospital, those who have lost loved ones, all of your
children to be spared and world resume some normality
A nation torn apart over politics and race and other factors that should not overcome
what is shared
Healthcare workers and Police, fire, emergency workers
People of Hong Kong
Peace, justice, freedom, joy, and abundance for all of God’s children.
Health and well-being of President Biden
Protect our leaders

If you are in need of prayer or know of someone in need
contact Patty Hyyppa
303-941-4893
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WHOS WHO AT THE PRESB.
MEET YOUR CHURCH FAMILY

MEET

What’s this “ZOOM” business?

KAREN

If you have either a computer, iPad or smartphone, you
should be able to access ZOOM, which is a program that
allows us to “meet” visually and orally over the Internet.
Go to www.ZOOM.us and you can download the free
program, or, when you get an email from me with a “link,”
simply clink on that link and it will take you to where you
need to be. That’s it! Once there, note a little icon of a
camera in the bottom left and click and we can see you,
and look for a microphone and if it has a red line through
it, click and you can speak. I have not used from a smart
phone, but others have so it should not be too difficult.

AFB

ANDERSON
COOLIDGE
G

What did/do you do for a living?
Registered Nurse
Where is your hometown?
Fox Lake, WI, graduated Has and now Milwaukee
4 mo./Yr.
What do you like to do during your leisure time?

WHOS WHO AT THE PRESB.
MEET YOUR CHURCH FAMILY

Dominoes, reading, quilting

What is your favorite food?
Lobster
What is your favorite hymn and Bible verse?
Psalm 23: On the Wings of An Eagle
What does this church mean to you?

MEET
HAROLD
ANDERSON

Strengthen my belief in God, family and helping others

COOLIDGE

What did/do you do for a living?
Medical financial analysist, operating room tech,
medical supply officer, VA domiciliary
administrative assistant, A1C Davis-Monthan AFB
Where is your hometown?
Graduated from Spencer HS WI and lives in
Milwaukee 4 mo./yrs.

Saturday Virtual Fellowship

What do you like to do during your leisure time?
Travel, watching pro football & hockey, cards, and
reading.
What is your favorite food?

Please join us for a relaxed discussion and
fellowship Saturdays at 4:00 pm MST
John will send out an email with a link to connect
to ZOOM to attend.

Steak-all cuts

What is your favorite hymn and Bible verse?
Ecclesiastes 3:1-8 “For everything there is a
season, a time for every activity under heaven: A
Mighty Fortress is Our God.
What does this church mean to you?
Church is a place where we gather with friends to
hear the story of God and have fellowship after
worship.

If you do not receive this email and would like to
attend, please let us know.
It is a great way to reconnect with friends in the
church.
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MISSION MOMENTS

The next Hygiene Mission will take place on February 10 and March 10 at
9:00 am to 10:00 am in the parking lot at the church for a drive thru.
Thanks so much for those that have donated money or product.
This Photo by

COMMUNION
IF YOU ARE NOT ATTENDING CHURCH AND
WOULD LIKE THE PASTOR TO TAKE
COMMUNION TO YOU, PLEASE LET JOHN OR
ONE OF THE SESSION MEMBERS KNOW.

This Photo by Unknown Author is

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC
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Feb

3
3
4
8
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
20
23

Jim Fena
Judith Johnston
Ron Vucson
Hilde Majors
Don Quass
Beverly Alberg
Judy Quass
Suzanne Tinka
Marilyn Hall
Joan Phillips
Jim Burns
Delores Moon
Bill Foster
Barbara Newman

Feb

March

8
24
28
30

Diane Duhn
Bonnie Stewart
Tanner Foster
Vera Schell

March

22

Bill & Cathy Foster

None

**Please let me know if I missed your Birthday or Anniversary or have the wrong date. Thanks

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC
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Gifts and Giving
As 2020 has finally said goodbye, I want to let you know all contribution statements for 2020 have been mailed
or hand delivered. If you did not receive yours, or if you believe there was an error, please contact Beth Harmon
at the church 520-868-5634 or on her cell phone 317-289-7067. If there is no answer, please leave a message
with your name, phone number and what you need.
Pledge cards have also been delivered by snail mail or hand delivered. After sending out the pledge cards
(naturally) I noticed I stated the Per Capita this year is $41.00. It is actually $41.50 per member. As John stated
in his letter, 2020 was a challenging year in many respects. Even while we were not able to meet physically,
utility bills as well as other expenses did not take time off. The finance committee is preparing the budget for
2021 with the hope and expectation that the number of COVID-19 cases will be decreasing and our worship
services and other activities will begin to look more normal. Returning your completed pledge cards as soon as
possible will help to enable the committee to prepare the budget more realistically. Your pledge is just that, a
pledge. Do not be afraid to step out in faith. Sometimes unforeseen events, such as COVID-19 occur, and our
situations may change which may make our pledge difficult to reach or we may find the opposite and find we
can be even more generous than our original pledge. Please take time to pray and seek the Lord’s will in making
your decision. Remember we, the church, must have faith that God does provide, and we are called to share the
gifts we have received from Him, whether it is monetary or the skills and talents we have been blessed with, to
share and spread the Good News of our Risen Savior in our community, our nation and our world. May the
peace of Christ be with you now and always!
Submitted by Beth Harmon

How Do You Worship?
Over the past months we have discovered there are more than the old traditional ways to worship. You may not
have been able to make your usual winter trip back to sunny Arizona. You may not feel safe to gather “in person”
to worship in our beautiful sanctuary. The good news is that there are now additional ways to gather. John sends
out weekly notice of live streaming for Sunday worship (10:30 MST) which includes this
address https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM_2CJqv7ELIGw2kQtinISA/about
Tuesday morning Bible study (10:00 MST), well as for the Saturday afternoon social hour (4:00 MST). All you
have to do is click on the link. If you do not or have not received a link to one or all of these events and you
would like to participate, please contact the church office or John directly to give us your email address and let
us know you are interested. We have also begun live streaming available on YouTube found by searching for
Florence Presbyterian Church. The services may also be found on the church website
(www.florenceazchurch.com) and are normally posted late Sunday afternoon, but we are currently behind on
posting them.
If you are tired of staying in, but do not feel comfortable worshipping in the sanctuary and you live close enough
or want a really long drive for those of you still in the north, you can take a nice Sunday drive to 255 S. Butte
(the church parking lot), turn your FM dial, or actually scroll to FM 106.1 and listen to the service online while
viewing our beautiful church and Memorial Garden. If you desire, you may stay afterwards for a few minutes
and wave or even talk to others who have gathered in the parking lot or are leaving the sanctuary when the
service is complete. As with all technology, we sometimes experience glitches, but with a lot of hard work,
sweat and tears we are getting better “doing” church both traditionally and using new and exciting formats! We
hope you will be able to worship and/or fellowship with us using one of these methods!
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Bored with still having to stay at home? Here is an idea. Our annual yard sale will be happening (hopefully) on
March 13, 2021, so…clean out closets, cabinets, garages and anywhere else there might be “extra” or no longer
needed items lurking. Remember one person’s trash may be another person’s treasure.
Like almost everything for the past year, it will be a little different this year. There will be mask wearing and
social distancing in place. Since it would be difficult to sort and price items while maintaining social distancing,
some changes will be necessary. Unfortunately, it will not be possible to bring things to the church before the
sale to be stored and/or priced. However, you may drop off priced items on Friday March 12. Please call either
ShaRon (520-431-0883) or Beth (317-289-7067) prior to that Friday to make sure some is there to receive your
donations. We plan to store them in the Memorial Garden, so if it is raining this will not be an option. That in
turn makes it necessary for us to request that you price items before you bring them. The good news is that
clothes, unless very nice clothes, do not need pricing. They will be 25 cents each. Books, CD’s, shoes, purses,
caps, hats, belts will all have a fixed price with signs posted with the prices. That leaves house wares, tools,
furniture, lamps, sports equipment, etc. will need prices put on them. Masking tape or the little round pricing
stickers available at the dollar stores seem to work well. It is our hope to sell everything, so do not price items
too high. We plan on having a suggested price range for various items available soon. You may pick the list up
at the church on Sundays, on Tues. or Wed. morning when Beth is working, or call the office and we will email
the list to you.
There is a two-fold purpose for this sale. One is to help people in the community purchase items at a reasonable
price and the other is to raise money for the live nativity in December. We are trying to be very positive believing
we can have a successful sale and that we will be able to return to having the live nativity with the camels,
sheep, and goats and of course our extremely talented cast of individuals filling the roles of the various
Christmas story narrative. The camels and other animals will be funded from the proceeds of the sale. The actors
will be graciously donating their talents!
The anticipated schedule will be the setup of tables at 6:00 am the day of the sale March 13). Items can be
dropped off starting at 7:00 am. The sale will begin at 8:00 am and probably be over around 1:00 pm with
cleanup following. These times and even the sale itself are subject to change depending on …you guessed it –
what is going on with COVID-19. We will need volunteers for setting up the tables, helping to unload and place
items in the appropriate spaces, cashier, and help with clean-up. More information will be available as we draw
closer to the sale date. If you have questions or suggestions, please contact ShaRon Liedl at 520-431-0883.
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How God Changes Your Brain
Andrew Newberg, M.D. & Mark Robert Waldman
No lightweights, Dr. Newberg is director of the Center for Spirituality and the Mind at the University of Pennsylvania, and
Professor Waldman is an associate fellow there, lecturing throughout the country on neuroscience, religion, and
spirituality.
Dozens of pages of endnotes provide an extensive reference to the many papers, books, and articles related to this
fascinating subject—changing the actual structure of one’s brain through meditation to achieve serenity and a loving and
compassionate attitude towards others.
Very simply put, the primitive survival responses for fear, flight, anger, and aggression are managed by the amygdala at
the back of the brain. The more recently evolved responses for love, compassion, forgiveness, and empathy are managed
in the front of the brain—the frontal lobes. A structure called the anterior cingulate is located midway between the two
and keeps our brains and activities in balance.
Using sophisticated brain wave measurements, this research team makes a very strong case for achieving serenity, love
and compassion by meditating. What is surprising is that it doesn’t matter if you have a faith path of any color (Christian,
Jewish, etc.) or are an atheist, the meditation practices outlined in this book provide an increase in the number of
neurotransmitters in the frontal lobes, and the neurochemistry of the brain can be permanently altered. Obverse, if one
chooses to be vindictive, revengeful, or verbally abusive, the amygdala actually increases in size and can also remain
permanently enlarged and in control of one’s responses to others. This can be observed in extremist positions of both
religious and political groups.
Opening chapters ask what God looks like, feels like, does He have a heart, get mad. This reviewer found the supporting
research studies fascinating, challenging my own beliefs and behaviors and past attitudes. The 12 detailed meditation
exercises—pick one that works for you such as Centering prayer or walking meditation—provide the relaxation to become
focused on peace and love, resulting in good physical and mental health. Many serious disorders can improve with
meditation.
The concluding chapter, Compassionate Communication, explains how intimacy and conflict resolution become natural
expressions of a serene brain. While there is much technical information here, this book could provide for a rewarding
Sunday School class.
While this book was reviewed 10 years ago, the 2020 pandemic with its physical and emotional costs makes the message
seems both relevant and applicable today. World-wide, people are not only suffering physically, but the cloud of
Depression, Anxiety, and Loneliness hangs over us as well. The isolation has resulted, for many, in self-examination and
clarity as to who we really are inside.
Has this resulted in permanent changes in our brains? Do we now have better “responses for love, compassion, forgiveness
and empathy” in a changed brain, as Newman and Waldman suggest? Is God now working through a pandemic to improve
his creation? Perhaps re-reading this book will provide new insights.
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5 Reasons to Wear a Mask Even After You’re Vaccinated
1. No vaccine is 100% effective.
Large clinical trials found that two doses of the Moderna and Pfizer-BioNTech vaccines prevented 95% of
illnesses caused by the coronavirus. While those results are impressive, 1 in 20 people are left unprotected,
said Dr. Tom Frieden, a former director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Malani notes that vaccines were tested in controlled clinical trials at top medical centers, under optimal
conditions.
In the real world, vaccines are usually slightly less effective. Scientists use specific terms to describe the
phenomenon. They refer to the protection offered by vaccines in clinical trials as “efficacy,” while the actual
immunity seen in a vaccinated population is “effectiveness.”
The effectiveness of covid vaccines could be affected by the way they’re handled, Malani said. The genetic
material used in mRNA vaccines — made with messenger RNA from the coronavirus — is so fragile that it has
to be carefully stored and transported.
Any variation from the CDC’s strict guidance could influence how well vaccines work, Malani said.
2. Vaccines don’t provide immediate protection.
No vaccine is effective right away, Malani said. It takes about two weeks for the immune system to make the
antibodies that block viral infections.
Covid vaccines will take a little longer than other inoculations, such as the flu shot, because both the Moderna
and Pfizer products require two doses. The Pfizer shots are given three weeks apart; the Moderna shots, four
weeks apart.
In other words, full protection won’t arrive until five or six weeks after the first shot. So, a person vaccinated
on New Year’s Day won’t be fully protected until Valentine’s Day.
3. Covid vaccines may not prevent you from spreading the virus.
Vaccines can provide two levels of protection. The measles vaccine prevents viruses from causing infection, so
vaccinated people don’t spread the infection or develop symptoms.
Most other vaccines — including flu shots — prevent people from becoming sick but not from becoming
infected or passing the virus to others, said Dr. Paul Offit, who advises the National Institutes of
Health and Food and Drug Administration on covid vaccines.
While covid vaccines clearly prevent illness, researchers need more time to figure out whether they prevent
transmission, too, said Phoenix-based epidemiologist Saskia Popescu, an assistant professor in the biodefense
program at George Mason University’s Schar School of Policy and Government.
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“We don’t yet know if the vaccine protects against infection, or only against illness,” said Frieden, now CEO of
Resolve to Save Lives, a global public health initiative. “In other words, a vaccinated person might still be able
to spread the virus, even if they don’t feel sick.”
Until researchers can answer that question, Frieden said, wearing masks is the safest way for vaccinated
people to protect those around them.
4. Masks protect people with compromised immune systems.
People with cancer are at particular risk from covid. Studies show they’re more likely than others to
become infected and die from the virus, but may not be protected by vaccines, said Dr. Gary Lyman, a
professor at Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center.
Cancer patients are vulnerable in multiple ways. People with lung cancer are less able to fight off pneumonia,
while those undergoing chemotherapy or radiation treatment have weakened immune systems. Leukemia and
lymphoma attack immune cells directly, which makes it harder for patients to fight off the virus.
Doctors don’t know much about how people with cancer will respond to vaccines, because they were
excluded from randomized trials, Lyman said. Only a handful of study participants were diagnosed with cancer
after enrolling. Among those people, covid vaccines protected only 76%.
Although the vaccines appear safe, “prior studies with other vaccines raise concerns that immunosuppressed
patients, including cancer patients, may not mount as great an immune response as healthy patients,” Lyman
said. “For now, we should assume that patients with cancer may not experience the 95% efficacy.”
Some people aren’t able to be vaccinated.
While most people with allergies can receive covid vaccines safely, the CDC advises those who have
had severe allergic reactions to vaccine ingredients, including polyethylene glycol, to avoid vaccination. The
agency also warns people who have had dangerous allergic reactions to a first vaccine dose to skip the second.
Lyman encourages people to continue wearing masks to protect those with cancer and others who won’t be
fully protected.
5. Masks protect against any strain of the coronavirus, in spite of genetic mutations.
Global health leaders are extremely concerned about new genetic variants of the coronavirus, which appear to
be at least 50% more contagious than the original.
So far, studies suggest vaccines will still work against these new strains.
One thing is clear: Public health measures — such as avoiding crowds, physical distancing, and masks —
reduce the risk of contracting all strains of the coronavirus, as well as other respiratory diseases, Frieden said.
For example, the number of flu cases worldwide has been dramatically lower since countries began asking
citizens to stay home and wear masks.
“Masks will remain effective,” Malani said. “But careful and consistent use will be essential.”
The best hope for ending the pandemic isn’t to choose between masks, physical distancing, and vaccines, Offit
said, but to combine them. “The three approaches work best as a team,” he said.
https://khn.org/news/article/5-reasons-to-wear-a-mask-even-after-youre-vaccinated/
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DISCLAIMER
Articles shared or written by
individuals are not necessarily
the views or opinions of the
church. If you have something
you would like to share or
something you have written, I
would be happy to include them
in the newsletter. All shared or
written articles will be attributed
to the person who sent them in.

ATTENTION PLEASE!!

IF YOU WISH TO HAVE
SOMETHING PUT IN THE
NEWSLETTER, PLEASE SEND
IT TO
newsletter225@yahoo.com

Please be careful of copyrighted
material.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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Attending (Worship) requires use of face masks, social distancing and your
own discretion.
Sermons will be available on the church web site
(florenceazchurch.com), youtube (First Presbyterian Church of Florence) ,
1 Presbyterian Church of Florence FaceBook page and FM 106.1 in parking
lot.

February 2021

st

Subject to change

*Virtual Fellowship Hour every Sat. 4:00pm MST (5:00 pm CT,6:00 pm
ET, 3:00 pm PT).

1st Presbyterian Church of Florence, Arizona
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

1

2

Thursday
3

Jim Fena B/D
Judith Johnston B/D

7
5 Sunday after
Epiphany

8
Hilde Majors B/D
Dick Quass B/D

th

14
Transfiguration of the
Lord
Joan Phillips B/D

21
!st Sunday of Lent

9
Virtual Bible Study
10:00 am MST

15
Presidents Day
Jim Burns B/D
Delores Moon B/D

22
Bill & Cathy Foster
-Annv

10

16

4

17

23

5

24

6
Virtual Fellowship
4:00 MST

11

12

Judy Quass B/D

Suzanne Tinka B/D

18

Ash Wednesday
Application of Ashes in Memorial Garden 12:00 -1:00
pm and 4:30-5:30 pm TBD weather permitting

Virtual Bible Study
10:00 am MST
Barbara Newman B/D

Saturday

Ron Vucson
B/D

Hygiene Bank 9-10 am
Beverly Alberg B/D

Virtual Bible Study
10:00 am MST

Friday

19
Session Meeting
10:00 am

25

13
Virtual Fellowship
4:00 MST
Marilyn Hall B/D

20
Virtual Fellowship
4:00 MST
Bill Foster B/D

26

27
Virtual Fellowship
4:00 MST

28
2 Sunday of lent
nd

Activities marked with TBD may or may not occur due to the corona virus. Please check with the church office at 480-868-5634 on Tues or Thurs from 8:30 – 12:30 before attending.
Annual Yard Sale March 13, 2021 – Drop off items (all items must be priced) 7:00 a.m. Sale 8:00 a.m. Watch for additional information in newsletters. COVID-19 protocols in place.
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First Presbyterian Church
P.O. Box 950
225 East Butte
Florence, AZ 85132

The Mission of the First Presbyterian Church of Florence
is to share Jesus Christ through word and action
with all those whose lives we can touch.
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